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The economic environment in Hong Kong has changed
rapidly since the nineteenth century. Development and
growth have increased the complexity of business
organizations and chances for fraud.
The awareness of the need for business ethics is
emerging worldwide. In Hong Kong, multinational
corporations have taken steps in institutionalizing codes
of ethics but most locally based organizations have not
even begun. It is generally believed that business
ethics is relatively under-developed in Hong Kong in
comparison with developed countries such as USA.
This research outlines the current practices
adopted by scheduled public bodies in Hong Kong which
incorporate ethical values. It also summarizes the
everyday moral issues which managers experience when
working in organizations. The ultimate objective of the
research is to develop a direction for the code of ethic:
of the Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club. An analysis of the
problems which tend to occur in organizations and the
steps taken by others should be of assistance.
The conclusions drawn from the research are that:
(i) Codes of ethics are necessary for providing clear
management's expectations of employees' behaviors (ii)
Ethical atmospheres should be developed to, increase
3
employees' awareness of potential problems (iii)
Internal auditors should expand their scope to perform
full social audits to assist management in dealing with
ethical problems which are likely to arise.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club monopolizes and
operates both racing and betting in Hong Kong. A
subsidiary-manages a private recreation club for members.
The net earnings from racing and betting- that is
the total turnover less prize money, operating posts,
taxes and investments to improve racing and betting
facilities- are donated to charitable and community
projects.
The Club is one of the largest employers in Hong
Kong with about 3,800 permanent staff and 9,600 hourly-
paid employees. The majority of the latter are shroffs
who, sell as many as four million betting tickets for each
race meeting.
The betting turnover in the financial year ended 30
June'1987 was HK$ 24,369 millions. From the turnover,
the Club deducted 10.7% as Government Betting Duty and
7.3% as its own commission and the remaining balance was,
paid as dividend to the winning punters.
Statement of the Problem
Due to the uniqueness of the Club's franchise and
the capabilities of its policies in affecting the daily
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life of the public, the community makes unending claims
and demands on the Club.
Some of the recent claims faced by the Club
including opposition to the setting up of an Off Course
Betting Center in Tsing.Yi Island, members of the
Legislative Council voiced that the Club should increase
its donations to charitable organizations, etc. It is
difficult for the Club to answer the question Is the
Club socially responsible?
The Club is listed in the Bribery ordinance as a
public body. It is, therefore, a criminal offense for its
employees to accept any gift, reward or other advantage
from any organization or individual associated with the
Club. This criterion is included in the letter of
appointment and is reinforced from time- to time by
inviting officers of the ICAC to conduct talks for the
employees and issuing circular concerning the policy on
the acceptance of gift or money near Christmas time.
However, it is argued that can law by itself regulate the
business activities?
The Club has defined the procedures to be followed
when an employee is suspected of malpractice involving
misuses or misappropriation of Club funds or assets.
However, actions taken against employees involved in
proven malpractice were not consistent. Some cases were
brought to the court while others ended with merely
warning letters. There is a need to define clearly the
.standards to be followed.
Furthermore, the Club's-income is derived from the
3
betting operations, it owes the public a duty to manage
the Club in an effective and efficient manner. As a
custodian of public money, the Club needs to pursue and
keep up an image of unimpeachable quality to the public.
The first step taken by the management is to develop a
Code of Ethics or Guidelines of Acceptable Behavior.
The Royal Hong Kong Jockey needs to develop a moral
corporate culture and individual values. This paper
analyses the ethical problems encountered by other public
bodies in Hong Kong and how they were tackled by
established rules and guidelines.
The ultimate objective of the paper is to provide
the directions for developing corporate ethics for the
organization.
Methodology
As the Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club is one of the
largest organizations in Hong Kong and as it is being
defined as a scheduled public bodies under the Prevention
of Bribery ordinance, the author is of the opinion that
information on other large organizations included as
scheduled public bodies (Appendix I) under the Prevention
of Bribery Ordinance (Section 2(1) and Section 35) would
be useful for analysis.
To accomplish the desired purpose, nine
organizations from the groups Transportation, Mass Media
and Telecommunication, Energy, and Entertainment and
Sports were selected and interviews were conducted with
the managers working there. These groups of organizations
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were selected because they have organization goals (e.g.
strong public support, good working relationship with
government, continuing financial growth, well-motivated,
efficient and'happy staff) or staff size (over 4000)
similar to that of the Club. Interviews will also be
conducted with the ICAC officials concerning their views
of formalizing ethics in the scheduled public bodies.
As described in Field Methods in the Study of
Organizations1, researchers can rely on informants to
provide that sort of. information which is well known to
all members of the subject group- information concerning
widely recognized rules, norms, statuses, and status
occupants- because in such cases the use of an informant
provides satisfactory data and is more efficient than the
questioning of a sample of respondents Zelditch, 1962).
Informants can also be asked to report their own
attitudes, opinions, and beliefs if such material is used
by the researcher to stake out problem areas and guide
his formulation of hypotheses, but such data from
informants is inadequate for verification purpose.
The interviewees will be asked on the steps being
taken'by their organizations in institutionalizing
ethics. Questions asked will be based on the research
report Are Corporations Institutionalizing Ethics?
published by the Center for Business Ethics in 1986.2
1. Scott, W. Richard. Field Methods in the Study of
Orgainzations, p.291
2. Are Corporations Institutionalizing Ethics?
Journal of Business Ethics 5 (1986)! 85-91
5In addition, each of the interview will be steered
away from general, abstract discussion of morality in
business and toward specific experiences about which the
interviewee has first-hand knowledge. The moral issues
experienced by managers were classified in Everyday
Moral Issues Experienced by managers into relationships
with employees, peers and superiors,.customers and
suppliers, and with other stakeholders such as government
legislators, stockholders and the public-at-large
(details are listed in Appendix II.) This classificatior
will be used to lead the interviewees to disclose
information on the subject.
At no point in these interviews will the author
attempt to define ethics or morals except to note that
they involved conceptions of right and wrong in human
affairs3. The author is interested solely in their view
on the subject and their experiences involving ethical
questions.
The data collected will be analyzed to provide th
current trend in the development of corporate ethics in
the scheduled public bodies in Hong Kong and to make
recommendation for the direction of ethics development.
Another area of study is individual employee
attitudes and values. Previous scholastic works on the
subject placed great significance on individual attitudE
in contributing to the collective organization culture.
As an internal auditor, the author can make observation
3. Everyday Moral Issues Experienced by Managers,
Journal of Business Ethics 5 (1986): 373-384
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and solicit information about attitudes on individual and
organizational values from the employees of the Club.
Such solicitation can identify problem areas, thus
providing a basis for directions in carrying out
additional steps in the institutionalization process.
Field Methods in the Study of Organizations4 also
explained that observations made of the subject group by
the researcher is one of the most widely employed field
study techniques. The chief advantages of this method
over others is that, unlike interviewing, it allows the
researcher to record behavior as it occurs and thus free
him from dependence on the respondent's ability or
willingness to describe his own actions (Becker Geer,
1957 Selltiz et al., 1959, pp 201-202), and, unlike the
use of documents, the observer is not limited to data
collected by others for, perhaps, divergent purposes.
4. Scott, W. Richard. Field Methods in the Study of
Organizations. p.286
7CHAPTER II
ARE WE INSTITUTIONALIZING ETHICS?
Business Ethics in America
It is a well-known fact that the past
decade has seen a tremendous rise in interest
and activity in business ethics, especially in
academic and research circles. So many books
and articles have been published on business
ethics that there are now book length
bibliographies on the field. Ethics Centers on
the subject continue to grow, and it is now
possible to attend a conference gr workshop on
business ethics almost monthly.
But have corporations been taking any steps to
incorporate ethical values and concerns'in.to their daily
operations?
The Center for Business Ethics has conducted a
survey of 1984 Fortune 1000 industrial and services
companies of America and have reported their findings
regarding code of ethics, ethics committees, social
audits, ethics training programs, board of directors, and
other areas where corporations might institutionalize
ethics. Their finding was encouraging since almost 80%
of the responding companies indicated they were taking
steps to incorporate ethics.
5. Are Corporations Institutionalizing Ethics?
Journal of Business Ethics 5 (1986): 85-91
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Business Ethics in Hong Kong
A review of the past business research reports
conducted by the M.B.A. students of the Chinese
University of Hong Kong indicated that no work has been
done in the area of business ethics. Though the subject
was studied and some of the results were published in
various business journals in Hong Kong, very little has
been done to find out what corporations have done to
build ethical values into their organizations.
A Comparison
In order to find out whether the scheduled public
bodies in Hong Kong (Appendix I) are taking steps to
incorporate ethical values in their organizations, a
comparison is made based on the findings in the above-
mentioned research report. The data collected by them
indicated that very few corporations have ethics
committees, judiciary boards, ombudsmen, or have-made
changes in corporate structure to accommodate their
ethics efforts. As a result, the comparison is based on
ethics-code, ethics training and social audit as most of
the corporations have spent efforts in these areas.
Ethics Code
In America, of those companies taken steps to
institutionalize ethics, 93% have written codes of ethics
in place. Almost all the companies communicate their
ethics codes to their employees through printed
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materials, but only 40% do so through advice from a
superior and 34% through an entrance interview. Only 21%
use workshops or seminars to communicate their codes, and
only 11% post them in the work place. It seems that the
communication of them to employees is not sufficient in
most companies-a lack which surely diminishes their
effectiveness, if not also their fairness.
In Hong Kong, it is well known that most of the
subsidiaries of the top Fortune 1000 companies of America
have codes of ethics which they communicate to their
employees, for example, IBM, Honeywell, Ampex, etc.
However, only one scheduled public body has a code of
ethics for its employees.
Although a general code of ethics for each employee
is not common in these scheduled public bodies, there are
code of conduct introduced by the senior management for
employees under their supervision. For example, one of
the scheduled public bodies has a code of conduct for its
internal auditors while one broadcasting body has a code
of conduct for its program producers.
The ICAC official confirmed that there are codes of
conduct for different sectors in the community for
example, employees of accountancy practices and employees
of banks and deposit taking companies, though the latter
is stipulated by law. In addition, the Association of
Travel Agencies and the Hong Kong Institute of Architects
are also developing codes of conduct for their members.
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Ethics Training
Over 44% of the American companies who have taken
ethical steps have such training, with 53% stating that
they use a workshop or seminar as one method. This
ethics training is mostly directed towards managers
(86%), but a large percent also include executive
officers, management trainees, and administrative staff,
with hourly workers being included the least (35%). This
ethics training is a requirement in 69% of the companies
having it, for these reasons: (i) developing..employee
awareness of ethics in business and (ii) drawing
attention to ethical issues to which an employee may be
exposed.
Ethics training is not being organized by the
scheduled public bodies in Hong Kong but all of them
participate in similar training organized by the ICAC.
The ICAC has two types of ethics training, one is
addressed to the senior executives and the other.is
addressed to supervisory staff. Examples of the first
type are the Conference on Business Ethics in 1984
(jointly organized by The Hong Kong Management
Association and the ICAC), and Management Game
Competition called Managing Ethically in 1987.
Examples of the second type are talks given by the ICAC
officials on Prevention of Bribery ordinance either at
the time when the employees join the organization or at
irregular interval to the existing staff.
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Social Audit
44% of the American companies who have taken steps
to incorporate ethical values in their organizations have
social audits, most of which cover such areas as equal
opportunity, safety, community involvement, environmental
protection, and conduct in multinational operations.
Only 22% disclose their social audit or report to the
general public, and only 21% do so to their shareholders.
No scheduled public body in Hong Kong has the
intention to conduct social audits. When asked about
whether they are interested in corporate social
performance, most of them feel that the areas mentioned
in the research report would be assessed in some form or
another and some of the areas are difficult or impossible
to assess. Those charitable organizations receiving
subvention from government or other sources feel that
their social responsibilities are running the
organizations efficiently and effectively and that
internal auditors could normally conduct the assessment.
Some organizations feel that compliance with the law
would lead to safety in the work place and protection of
environment, therefore, these areas need no assessment.
Conclusion
The.scheduled public bodies recognize the need for
incorporating ethical values in their organizations and
this is demonstrated-by their support 'in the ICAC's'
functions. The ICAC has a Corruption Prevention
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Department whose functions are to advise Government
Departments, public bodies listed in the Schedule to the
Prevention of Bribery ordinance and, upon request, any
person on how best to reduce opportunities for corruption
which may exist in their practices and procedures. The
Commissioner also has a statutory duty to secure the
revision of those methods of work or procedures which may
be conducive to corrupt practices in Government
Departments and public bodies. The mission of ICAC is
to investigate corruption, examine procedures which
create corruption opportunities, and educate-the public
about the evils of corruption.6 Although they encourage
institutionalizing ethics in an organization, their
efforts concentrate primarily upon corruption prevention.
As a result, one would hope that in the future
these organizations will not rely on ICAC in formalizing
ethics but will strengthen their ethics efforts with more
specific mechanisms and strategies for implementation.
6. Business Ethics: A Comparison of Attitudes of




EVERYDAY MORAL ISSUES EXPERIENCED BY MANAGERS
.Some writers and theorists in the area of
business ethics believe that extreme pressure
to improve profits, particularly in a free
enterprise market economy, strongly contribute
to unethical behavior by business men and
women. One classic study of business ethics
reported that at some point in their careers,
75 percent.of the managers studied felt that
there was a conflict between profit 7
considerations and ethical conduct.
Recent research' indicated that differences in
perception of business ethics still exist between future
leaders of Hong Kong and the US. In general, the future
leaders of Hong Kong when compared to those. in US are
more likely to (i) Define business ethics as simply
operating within the law (ii)..Feel greater loyalty or
pressure to.protect, at all costs, the organization for
which they are employed (iii) Feel compelled to
compromise personal principles to conform to their
organization's expectations.(iv) View institutional or
societal factors as contributions to unethical behavior
(v) Consult a friend outside of work or a colleague when
confronted with an ethical problem and (vi) Believe that.
additional governmental regulation would improve ethical
.7. Business Ethics: A Comparison of Attitudes of




With this in mind, the moral issues experienced by
managers in Hong Kong should be different from that in
US. Interviews were conducted with the managers working
in the selected scheduled public bodies and the
interviewees were asked to disclose issues that they
considered as unethical. They were requested to disclose
information based on the classification given in
Everyday Moral Issues Experienced by Managers8
(Appendix II). Two of the respondents indicated that
they do not have real examples and the author.. is of the
opinion that they believe that business ethics is simply
operating within law.
With Respect to Employees
Most of the examples given relate to..employees and
90% of these examples were concerning fair treatment to
employees. Only one interviewees confessed that he did
not tell his employees truly about their performance and
standing. The other areas in the research (Appendix II)
were not mentioned by the interviewees.
One of the examples further confirmed the fact that
unethical behavior can be affected by the superiors. The
interviewee found that one of the staff members has been
performing well in the past and accepted responsibility
and a heavy workload willingly. He considered that he
8. Everyday Moral Issues Experienced by Managers
Journal of Business Ethics 5 (1986): 375
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should be given a promotion. He conducted a special
performance appraisal for this staff and passed it on to
his supervisor. The supervisor just crossed out the A
grades and put down C grades without explaining the
reasons behind. The interviewee felt that the supervisor
did not treat this staff member fairly but had to accept
the outcome.
However, in most of the circumstances, the
interviewees did not feel that they were acting
unethically if they considered that the benefits were
greater. There are three examples given by the
interviewees.
One of the interviewees, George gained a promotion
and transfer to another department after serving in the
organization for five years. His new subordinate, Jack
felt that he was not competent for the position. As a
result, Jack used to bypass George and report directly to
George's boss. At the time of performance appraisal,
George felt it difficult to explain to Jack that he was
not satisfied with his performance because telling the
truth would shrink the position even further.
Another interviewee had two female staff members
requesting maternity leaves in 1988. He asked his
subordinate to recruit male staff from now on.
One. interviewee found that female staff members in
his department had a lower turnover rate. When he-had to
determine who should be promoted, he favored males.but
when he had to recruit new staff members, he favored
females.
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Another example relating to fair treatment is
whether the organization was correct in insisting that
there should be only one labour union representing all
staff member. 'This policy has proved to be successful in
preventing a strike, but it may limit the effectiveness
of unions.
With Respect to Peers and Superiors
Only one example was given relating to peers and
superiors. This finding supports the result of the
research9 that only 6% of the respondents reported moral
issues in this area. The interviewee mentioned that he
did not think, that his boss had acted ethically in every
transaction, for example, he may incur non-business
expenses and he was being asked to follow practice.
With respect to Customers or Suppliers
The managers are concerned about whether they or
their subordinates could maintain a balanced,
'professional relationship with the customers or
suppliers.
Some of the suppliers are more helpful than others.
They provide as much information as they can or they
provide demonstration models for testing immediately when
asked. As a result, it is really difficult to judge
whether one has treated each of them fairly.
9. Everyday Moral Issues Experienced by Managers
Journal of Business Ethics 5 (1986): 376
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Sometimes, it is felt that preparing quotations is
a waste of time. A supplier is selected before
quotations are sent in because experience tells which one
performs best. Following the tender or quotation
procedures of the company is ritual to satisfy the boss
or the internal auditors.
Some of the managers do accept business lunches
with these business related personnel but they do not
feel that the relationship affects their decisions.
However, there is one example showing that a few managers
feel the other way.
One of the interviewees instructed his staff not to
go to business lunches with suppliers. Though this
practice is not included in the operations manual, he
felt that it-can help to avoid getting too well
acquainted with a particular supplier and having business
decisions being affected.
With Respect to Other Stakeholders
Very few interviewees expressed their concerns with
respect to stakeholders. The issues they faced are
usually concerning use of company resources. For
example, Should I allow my staff to ask my secretary to
type their homework? and In the past, the manager used
to grant extra leave to his staff and ask other staff
members to cooperate by saying that they were not in the




As indicated in the research's there was very
little discussion under the heading of corporate social
responsibility. When the interviewees were asked whether
they felt that the company was acting socially
responsibly, they used to ask the author to specify
clearly before they can go on to explain the situation.
Most of the interviewees found that their
organizations supported community projects like Walk for
A Million, Clean Hong Kong Campaign, or supported music
and arts like Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra, etc. but
they are unable to think of any examples that are of
moral concerns.
Conclusion
The research result indicated that most of the
managers are concerned about whether they have treated
their staff members fairly. The author is of the opinion
that the interviewees focused upon business ethics as
moral common sense.
Moral common sense is described by Kenneth E.
Goodpaster in Some Avenues for Ethical Analysis in
General Management11 as one of the two levels'of
normative ethics:
10.'Everyday Moral Issues Experienced by Managers
Journal of Business Ethics 5 (1986): 378
11. Goodpaster, Kenneth E. Ethics in Management. p.6
"Whether in our personal lives or in our
professional organizational lives, most of us
operate with a more or less well-defined set of
ethical values, principles, or rules of thumb
that guide decision making. Seldom are such
values or rules spelled out explicitly in a
list, but if they were, the list would probably
include such items as:
. Avoid harming others
. Respect the rights of others
. Do not lie or cheat
Keep promises and contracts
Obey the law
. Prevent harm to others
Help those in need
Be fair
• Reinforce these imperatives in others.
But problems arise, sometimes hypothetically,
sometimes in actuality. When they arise, we-seem to be
forced into a second level of normative ethical thinking.
The problems come from two main sources: (i) Internal
conflicts or unclarities about items on our own common
sense lists, and (ii) Interpersonal conflicts in which we
find that others' lists disagree (e.g., are longer,
shorter, or differently weighted). How can I keep this
promise and still avoid harm to others? What does it
mean to'be fair? If he or she doesn't value honesty,.how
can or should I? What priorities are there among items
on the list?
There is definitely a need to study,ethics-related
management problems and to help managers solve them.
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CHAPTER IV
THE PROBLEMS OF THE CLUB
Strategies
As indicated in Chapter IV, managers did face moral
issues in day to day management and they do need help to
recognize the importance of moral responsibilities. What
strategy can businesses employ to create atmospheres
conducive to moral decision making? Vincent Barry12
suggested that': (i) Organizations should acknowledge the
importance of conducting business morally (ii)
Management should make a genuine effort toeconomize
organizational members to make moral responsibilities
seriously (iii) Business should not avoid facing
criticism, it should invite outside opinions instead of
,waiting until outside opinions are storming the citadel.
Can the Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club employ the same
strategy? The author is of 'the opinion that the Club did
acknowledge the importance of conducting business morally
and encourages organization members to take moral
responsibilities seriously. The Royal Hong Kong Jockey
Club had in the past: (i) Defined the level of authority
for each executive in the organization.and the required
12. Barry, Vincent. Moral Issues in Business. p.366-367
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level of authority for each expenditure (ii) Developed
procedure guidelines for the employees to follow, areas
covered include purchasing and tendering procedures,
personnel procedures, policy on incurring expenses, etc.
(iii) Established an Internal Audit Department to ensure
compliance with these policies and guidelines.
In addition, it has participated actively in the
ICAC functions, for example, it (i) Agreed to an review
conducted by the ICAC on the purchasing and tender
procedures so as to reduce opportunities for corruption
(ii) Participated in the management game organized by the
ICAC (iii) Requested the ICAC officials to talk to the
supervisors or above positions on prevention of bribery
ordinance (iv) Issued reminder to staff at the festive
seasons concerning the management view on acceptance of
gift.
Problems in Procedure Guidelines
As a whole, the Jockey Club recognized the
importance of running the business ethically but these
efforts need further enhancement before they can be
effective. One example relates to the procedural
guidelines of the Club. These guidelines define clearly
who has the authority to initiate a purchasing
requisition, to recommend a supplier, to negotiate with
suppliers, to sign a purchase order, and to acknowledge
receipt of goods. In addition, it also defines the
number of quotes required for different value of
purchases and the authority required if the defined
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procedures could not be met. However, procedures do not:
(i) State its policy on expenditure: purchase for quality
or for quantity? (ii) State what cannot be done for
example, expenditures should not be used for purposes
other than those described by the documents supporting
the payment (iii) State the effect of non-compliance
with the procedures.
The resulting problems are:
(i) Budget holders determine the. supplier not the
purchasing department. Budget holders can specify the
goods in the purchase requisition such that a particular
supplier becomes the sole supplier, for example, a Toyota
van must be purchased from Crown Motors. Can the
purchasing department refuse to purchase from Crown
Motors? If the budget holders are not acting ethically,
the Club would have spent millions on low quality
products.
(ii) Goods could have been purchased for personal use.
(iii) There would be a double standard in dealing with
.these problems and some employees could be penalized and
even fired while others could be finished with a warning
memo.
No Comprehensive Reference
Another example relates to the lack of
comprehensive reference for managers when they face moral
issues. There are two sets of reference issued by the
Club:
(i) His personal letter of employment. It states
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clearly that each staff member is prohibited from
accepting advantages from any person and from placing
bets on horse races or gambling in Club premises. It
also establishes advice to staff member to perform those
duties allocated without accepting advantage if-involved
in the process of engaging or promoting or deploying
staff, to take pains to clarify the basis on which
decisions will be taken to ensure that others are not
given any reason to suppose that you have any more
authority or influence than has been expressly given to
you if you deal directly with the Club's public, your
action and demeanor at all times should be courteous and
considerate not to accept offers of meals or
entertainment at the expense of agents or'suppliers of
the Club to discourage the offer of personal advantages
from Club members, agents or suppliers.
(ii) Manager's Guide. In addition to terms and
conditions of service, there are rules and policies
relating to the prevention of bribery ordinance,-
prohibition from placing bets on horse races, conflict of
interest, secondary employment, non-disclosure of
confidential information, etc. It also states clearly at
the end of each rule that the Club may dismiss an
employee without notice or payment in lieu if the
employee contravenes the rules.
At no point do these policies state clearly the
moral standard relating to the issues faced by managers
as described in previous chapter. Each manager must
sometimes play dual role.
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"The first role is that of a private
individual: a decent and ethical human being
who readily admits the need for moral
principles on a personal and social level. The
second role is that of a business person: a
human being who rarely exhibits'any of the
marked moral sensitivity of the private
individual. Note that these roles or
personalities share little moral ground the
second one often brutalize the first when value
conflicts arise in a business context. When
conflicts arise, the decent personality is
sacrificed on the altar of expnience with a
prayer of that's business.
Lacks a Correct Atmosphere
The Club 'also lacks a correct atmosphere for
managers to act ethically. Staff newsletters emphasize
donations made, staff social activities, introducing new
facilities or new comers, etc. Little attention have
been spent on moral standard or expectation from the
management on moral standard.
What is a business atmosphere that
supports the making of moral decisions? Surely
it would be an organizational climate that
emphatically endorses, encourages, and expects
moral behavior from all of its members. Also,
it would be a climate in which morality
,functions as an essential component of business
policy and decision and not merely as an
afterthought or promotional gambit. It would
also be an atmosphere in which organizational
members are made as accountable for their moral.
achievements and failures as they are for their
economic ones. The unsettling fact is,-that
rarely do we find such a business atmosphere.
No wonder we witness such frightful behavior.
Who would expect a pant to grow in the absence
of light and water?
Business current moral dilemma arises from the
absence of a clear moral standard, from its inability to
13. Barry, Vincent. Moral Issues in Business. p.7
14. Barry, Vincent. Moral Issues in Business. p.359-360
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define and assign rights and responsibilities, and from
its underdeveloped sense of moral accountability.
However, without an atmosphere conducive to moral
decision making, the level of business morality is likely
to remain low.
Social Responsinbility
On the issue of accepting criticism and having
social responsibility, it is difficult to comment without
conducting an social audit.
It is wrong to say that the Club does not recognize
the importance of social responsibility since it provides
direct financial aid in the form of scholarships and
funds school programs, and it supports art institutions
and other cultural activities which are part of community
life. It is also wrong to say that the Club does not
publicize its donations to the public, since it maintains
very good relationships with the press, and it utilizes
staff, newsletters and annual reports for this purpose.
However, because the Club is a custodian of public money,
the people in Hong Kong are concerned with the impact of
its operations on the social quality of life. What
actions have been done to ascertain their needs? The
Club has the responsibility to satisfy the social
expectations and provide the public with information on
its activities and the nature and. extent of its
commitment toward consistent. ethical standards to improve




The author suggests the following program of
actions. It begins with the introduction of code of
ethics, follows by the creation of ethical atmosphere and
expansion of scope of internal audit.
Code of Ethics
In more recent years, the company code of ethics
has become fashionable. Dozens of major companies in the
US are issuing written rules governing corporate ethical
questions, or are revising long-standing codes of conduct
to cover new problems. Existing codes of conduct vary
widely in form and content. They range from the tense,
.one-page 'Statement of Business Principles' to the
handsomely packaged, ten-page 'Code of Worldwide Business
Conduct'. The major objective of the code is to
establish a general ideal to which the firm aspires. The
concept of a code of ethics is precise it is a set of
specific rules indicating actions considered ethical
(positive) and actions considered unethical (negative).
•1•ne airector v Lne t.enLer tor Ltnics at Arizona
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State University, Mark Pastin 15 said:
Before any actions are taken, the company
must be prepared to commit necessary resources-
time, money and manpower-to backing ethics code
with training and enforcement. Otherwise,
there is little prospect that the code will be
perceived more than a defensive documents.
He also pointed out that ethics codes should
include three components: (i) The company's purpose (ii)
Its operating principles and (iii) Examples of those
principles in action.
To implement ethics code, training should be
provided. Outline a dilemma and ask the employees how
they would respond if they knew they were being
scrutinized by associates, friends and family members.
There should be an enforcement mechanism to deal
with those employees, who, despite the company's best
efforts, run afoul of the code. Often, a department head
or the director of personnel can deal withminor
offenses. To handle serious violations, it would be more
effective if it is dealt with by a subcommittee of the
board' of directors.
Any code of ethical behavior is unlikely to be
observed unless the chief executive declares that
violations will be punished.` When a company fails to
take strict action, many employees assume that unethical
acts really are accepted standards of corporate behavior.
Another control measure may. require all responsible
members of management to sign annual-pledges that they
15. Developing A Code, Nation's Business (August
1987) :24
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have followed the rules in the company's ethics code.
Ethics Atmosphere
One of the organizations being interviewed by the
author had taken steps to create ethical atmosphere. The
organization was now running a program to arouse staff
members' concern for customers, employees, government,
shareholders and the general public. A working committee
was established to discuss the strengths and weaknesses
in those areas, identify the major problem areas, causes
of the problems and possible solutions. Though this
program mainly involved senior executives, it invited
participation from staff members by encouraging their
contributions and by reporting progress regularly in the
staff newsletter. The top management believed that the
program could reinforce employees' perception of ethical
management.,
The best way to prepare employees to tackle ethical
dilemmas is•to get them to think and talk about tough
situations. Codes of ethics are good but need backing of
frank discussion that alerts people to the ethical nature
of their obligations toward suppliers, customers, stock-
holders, colleagues and the community. And employees must
feel they can talk with impunity about any company
policies or practices that they believe may put them in
compromising situations.
But getting people to.talk about ethics is not an
easy task. Again, the Chief Executive can help if he
makes ethics an acceptable topic of conversation.
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In developing ethics atmosphere,, Paul Mok, an
ethics consultant and president of Training Associates of
Richardson suggested that: (i) The Chief Executive should
lead discussions in ethics workshops or training
sessions (ii) The company can prepare a video explaining
the company's written code and how to apply it (iii) If
an ethical problem arises, do not keep it a secret,
discuss the incident with managers and employees and ask
them what they would have done.16
Internal Audit
So long as the organization remains small enough to
be directly influenced by the chief executive's
leadership, certain results can be traced to his
determination that they occur- as in centrally decided
investments, specific new ventures, cash contributions to
charity, staff compensation, promotion, and other
personnel policies.
But as'an organization grows larger and as
operations become more decentralized, the power and
influence of the chief executive are re-interpreted and
diffused.
At this point, the overriding master problem now
impeding the further progress of corporate social
responsibility is the difficulty of making credible and
effective. throughout a lame nrani_7atinn_ the gnrial
16. Let's Talk Ethics, Nation's Business (August
1987): 23
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component of a corporate strategy originating in the
moral convictions and values of the chief executive.
To overcome the problem, the internal audit
department can extend their inspection and
recommendations for improvement to social performance and
to the quality of organization life as felt by its
members, the information they would gather and the
problems they would encounter could be summarized for the
board committee in the same way'as the more conventional
subjects of their scrutiny.
In any case, the pervasiveness of the chief
executive's posture on social responsibility can be
inquired into, and the quality of,the management across
the organization can be reported on.
The audit shows the amount of effort that a
business is making. At a glance, one can detect what
efforts a firm is making in social areas such as equal
rights and opportunities or improved job atmosphere.
The audit puts the firm using it on record as being
committed to more responsible social behavior at every
structural level. Specifically, it has the effect of
notifying employees that the firm encourages and expects
responsible behavior.
Program of Action
In order to.ensure the implementation of corporate
conscience successfully, the, management should follow
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these ground rules17:
(i) Demonstrate a top management commitment to appraise
corporate social responsibility performance objectively.
Definitions and measures of social responsibility should
be developed as part of the overall evaluation process.
Social responsibility and performance could improve
enormously if there was clear commitment and subsequent
action by the chief executive officer.
(ii) Secure the participation of line management in this
performance appraisal. Managers and staff should be
encouraged to gather and evaluate facts based on
performance and to develop alternative proposals for
changing or correcting corporate performance in their
areas of responsibility. Their participation in
developing new behavior patterns increases the program's
chances of success.
(iii) Control expectations throughout the organization by
setting modest goals initially, and then push hard to
raise them as progress is made. Employees should-be
encouraged to try new approaches to problems and to
accept the fact that some mistakes may be made.
(iv) Concentrate early efforts on understanding
organization performance and on deciding what action to
take, rather than on how and what to report to the people
involved.
(v) Install a formal follow-up procedure. As developing
social responsibility in an organization requires
1/. How to Put corporate Responsibility Into Practice,
Business and Society Review/Innovation, 6 (Sum 1973):8-16
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long-term efforts and a lot of hard work, there should be




In general, the scheduled public bodies in Hong
Kong are eager to establish image of impeccable
integrity. They have policies and guidelines mainly bent
on compliance with statutory regulations.
These organizations wholeheartedly supported the
activities organized by the ICAC which has been taking
the role of prosecuting the corrupt, and preventing
corruption through educating the public on the essence of
morality.
The main concern of managers was whether they had
treated their staff fairly. In their daily routine, they
had to use moral common sense to make operational-
decisions. To release them from problems of internal
conflicts or unclarities and to avoid harming others,
they needed guidelines from top management.
The'logical development should be the formalization
of guidelines into a code of ethics. The code should
state in clear terms the organization's stand on matters
including but not limited to: conflict of interest,
relations with vendors and customers, giving and
accepting favors,' policy on expenditure. The code should
be vigorously implemented and strictly enforced.-
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A written code of ethics is limited by its
inability to exhaust every conceivable circumstance in
the real world. It is thus equally important to create
an ethical atmosphere at work. This would be of
particular value to those organizations whose employees
work with large sums of moneys.
'The internal audit department could also expand its
scope of review so that the quality of the management
across the organization can be reported on.
However,. nothing will happen, either inward or
outward, to further advance the doctrine of social
responsibility unless those in charge of organizations
want it to happen and unless their associates share their
values and put their backs into solving the organiza-
tions' master problem. There must be desire and
determination first. It must be embodied in a strategy
that makes a consistent whole of private economic
opportunity and public social responsibility, planned to
be implemented in an organization which will be humanely
and challengingly led and developed.
As for areas of further study, the.author
considered that two areas still need research: (i),.Values
awareness on the part of organization members will
facilitate decision making in situations with ethical
implications, therefore, it is recommended that organi-
zations should solicit information about attitudes and
opinions from their employees relating to institutiona-
lizing ethics (ii)-Whether ethical considerations could
be incorporated into the performance evaluation system-
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since it serves the dual purpose of making salient the
organization's commitment while providing feedback on
member acceptance of that commitment if the organization
is seen as explicitly valuing and rewarding not only
ethical behavior but also critical examination of values
of other areas, members are more likely to incorporate
such activities in their organization roles.
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APPENDIX 1
PREVENTION OF BRIBERY ORDINANCE
(Section 2(1) and Section 35)
SCHEDULED PUBLIC BODIES
Transportation
China Motor Bus Company Limited
Kowloon Motor Bus Company (1933) Limited
New Lantao Bus Company (1973) Limited
Hong Kong.Tramways Company Limited
Peak Tramways Company Limited
*Mass Transit Railway Corporation
*The Kowloon-Canton Railway Corporation
Hong Kong and Yaumati Ferry Company Limited
Star Ferry Company Limited
Cross-Harbour Tunnel Company Limited
Hong Kong Air Cargo Terminals Limited
Mass Transit Railway Provisional Authority
Education
University of Hong Kong
Chinese University of Hong Kong
Hong Kong' Polytechnic
City Polytechnic of Hong Kong
Hong Kong Baptist College
The Hong Kong Examinations Authority
The Vocational Training Council
The Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Mass media and Telecommunication
Hong Kong Commercial Broadcasting Company Limited
Asia Television Limited
*Television Broadcasts Limited
*Hong Kong Telephone Company Limited
*Cable and Wireless Company Limited
Broadcasting Authority
Housing
Hong Kong Housing Authority
Hong Kong Housing Society
Hong Kong Settlers Housing Corporation Limited
Hong Kong Building and Loan Agency





PREVENTION OF BRIBERY ORDINANCE
(Section 2(1) and Section 35)
SCHEDULED PUBLIC BODIES
Trade Development
Hong Kong Export Credit Insurance Corporation
Hong Kong Productivity Council
Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Hong Kong Tourist Association
The Hong Kong Industrial Estates Corporation
Energy
*China Light and Power Company Limited
*Hong Kong Electric Company Limited
Hong Kong and China Gas Company Limited
Charity
The Community Chest of Hong Kong
The Hong Kong Jockey Club (Charities) Limited
Entertainment and Sports
Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club
*Ocean Park Corporation






Hong Konq Council on Smoking and Health




MORAL ISSUES.IN VARIOUS CONTEXTS
AS EXPERIENCED BY MANAGERS
1. With Respect to Employees
A. Feedback About Performances and Standing
B. Employment Security
C. Appropriate Working Conditions
D. Fair Treatment.
.E. Help Beyond Boundaries of Work
F. Facilitation of Personal Development
G. Responding to Special Concerns of minorities
2. With Respect to Peers and Superiors
A. Truth-Telling
B. Loyalty and Support
3. With Respect to Customers
A. Fair Treatment in Comparison to Others
B. Truth-Telling Regarding Price, Quality
Service
C. Avoiding Questionable Selling Practices
D. Loyalty
E. Avoiding Collusion with Competitors
4. With.Respect to Suppliers
A. Fair and Impartial Treatment
B. Maintaining a Balanced, Professional
Relationship
C. Avoiding Unfair Pressure Tactics
D. Respecting Their Efforts and Costs
E. Truth-Telling
5. With Respect to Other Stakeholders
A. Respecting Legal Constraints
B. Truth-Telling in Public Relations
C. Protecting Stockholder Interests
Source: Everyday Moral Issues Experienced-by Managers
Journal of Business Ethics 5 (1986) :375
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APPENDIX 3
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF INTERVIEWEES
Types of Organizations
Transportation 2








Employed in the organisation for
67%more than 5 years
Possessing 4-year post-secondary degree 78%
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APPENDIX 4
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE ORGANIZATION
Yes No
1. Does your company have a code of
1 8ethics?
2. Does your company provide ethical
0 9training to you or your staff?
3. Does your company ask ICAC to talk
to your staff at time of induction
9 0or at irregular interval?
4. Did your company join the seminars
or conferences or management games
9 0organized by ICAC?
5. Did your company remind staff of
not accepting gifts from business
related personnel at Christmas
9 0or similar occasions?
6. Have you experienced moral issues
7 2in your day to day work?
7. Do you have to compromise your
personal principles to conform to
7 2your organisation's expectations?
8. Does your organization have any
plans to strengthen ethical values
2 7among your staff?
9. Did your organization publicised
their participation in community
7 2projects, their donations, etc?
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